Supporting documents showing the success of the program or process improvement outside your agency

The report feature of Smartsheet allows a seamless feed of active contracts to a public-facing report.

Smartsheet is easily replicable in other agencies. Below are some examples from other government agencies that have a public-facing Smartsheet presence that is used in a similar fashion as OCPS’s use cases.

Brevard County Public Schools
Intake Form - General Services for Departments and Schools, Public Agencies, and Private Schools

This Intake Form is used to enter into Agreements that are less than $109,300.00 for the term of the Agreement, that are not professional by definition. The services needed will support a department or school site, private school or they are with a public agency.

Intake Form - Professional Services, Software License, and Amendments

This Intake Form is used to enter into Agreements with a Professional Consultant or an Organization that supports administrative functions, student learning, and teaching/learning supports.